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Abstract
One of the main source of field errors in a superconducting magnet is the mag-
netization M of the superconducting filaments. Screening currents, of persis-
tent nature, are induced by any field change during operation of the magnet.
This chapter discribes the models for the calculation of these effects and the
parameters to be defined in ROXIE.
1 Multipole errors resulting from persistent currents
One of the main source of field errors in a superconducting magnet is the magnetization M of the super-
conducting filaments. Screening currents, of persistent nature, are induced by any field change during
operation of the magnet. These currents appear in first approximation as a trapped magnetization dipole
 
	 with hysteretic behaviour, where 
	 is the filamentary cross section in a strand. In most
models describing the magnetization of the filaments M is proportional to  , where  is the critical
current density in the filament and  the filament diameter. The magnetizatiom M therefore depends
on the field, which in general varies over a magnet winding. The program does not however take into
account the effect of the field of a magnetic moment on the other moments.
The multipoles generated by the plane magnetic moment (per meter)   ﬀﬁ ﬂ located at
the position ﬃ  "!#$% , including the effect of the cylindrical iron yoke with constant permeability and






















Here  ﬀ> is the complex conjugate of   . Equation (1) shows that in principle all harmonic orders
are generated. Symmetry conditions in a perfect magnet are such that the same allowed harmonics are
generated as for the geometric errors.
The model for the filament magnetization 
,.-
1 is based on a fit [1] of measured magnetization
data [2]. The fit consists of two formulae, one for the fully penetrated state and one for the penetration











is the module of the magnetic field, while (
G
and 5 are fit constants. The sign of M(B)
depends on the direction of the field change. The penetration phase, after a field reversal starting at
-
'*HJI
(corresponding to a magnetic moment F  '*HKI F  LMON
PJQSR




























'*HJI1 is the width of the hysteresis loop from the field reversal point
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. The value of
-6WY,.-
'*HJI 1




, is computed scaling the experimental value of the penetration field
- W ,.Z
1 and the
width of the magnetization loop U 
,.Z












Note that Eq. (5) is non linear because U  ,.- '*HKI 1 can be calculated (using Eq. (2)) only when
- W
is known. To give orders of magnitude, the values of the parameters used to fit the magnetization
of a LHC strand with 7
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Z]^dZc (T). As we are interested in the magnetization at low field, where the critical current
is much larger than the transport current, we do not make any transport current correction. Finally, all
strands are assumed to be in a fully penetrated state at the extremes of a field cycle. This assumption
limits the use of this model to major magnetization loops. A comparison of calculated and measured
field errors due to filament magnetization can be found in [3].
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Parameter Explanation Units Recommended Example for
value, if any LHC Main Dipole
Cycle Number 1: virgin run, just after 3 for LHC 3
cooldown or quench, up to main magnets
the maximum cycle field.
2: run down from the maximum
cycle field
3: run up from the minimum
cycle field, after having
descended from the maximum
cycle field




Maximum field of Read the Cycle Number Tesla 8.4
magnetic cycle explanation.(g 0)
Injection Field Field where the error Tesla 0.54
Level is calculated. ( g 0)
Ramprate Used for including the T/s 0 0
field errors due to
interfilament coupling. Data
available for some strands only.
Jc at B=5 Tesla Critical current density A/mmE 3000 3000
and T=Tp in the filaments at B=0.5T
and T=Tp.
Tp Temperature for Jc above. K 4.2 4.2
T The temperature Tp should not K 1.8
be mixed up with the
operating temperature T.
T is set in the roxie.madata file.
Filfac The Roxie superconductor filling 1.0 1.0
factors present in the fieldmap are
multiplied by this factor.








Strand Name The strandnames are found in











Table 1: Parameter to be defined in the ROXIE program
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